i have a 2003 honda accord that is having auto

some of the time it will shift hard between gears then others it act like it is between gears and not pull at all there are times when it it behaves normal when it acts up if you stop and cut the ignition off it is as if it rests its self and will operate again,

03 2 4 mt very hard to shift drive accord honda forums

i changed the transmission oil yesterday i used honda mtf it made a quite noticeable difference but the shifting problem is still there i still have to pump the clutch sometimes to get into gear but when i do it feels perfect,

transmission shifting my car has a five speed manual

my car has a five speed manual transmission it is getting hard to put into first gear and a little hard shifting into second when i stop at a red light i always put it into neutral then shift into first when it turns green but lately most of the time it is kind of hard to put into gear,

2003 honda accord manual transmission hard to shift

accord instructions 2004 honda accord instructions 2003 honda accord instructions today it s super hard to shift into any gear and i m afraid to force it because i don t i can tell you there isn t a dipstick with the manual transmissions,

issues with gears shifting hard into second and third

my 2003 accord revs the rpms to 2500 as if the car is in neutral and shift hard into 2 and 3 gears dealer says it is not the transmission help issues with gears shifting hard into second and third 2003 honda accord,

6 causes of manual transmission hard to shift car from japan

6 causes of manual transmission hard to shift 4 8 95 4 votes a vehicle with manual transmission means the driver needs to manually change the gear by shifting the transmission,

honda transmission shifting problem

byba transmission honda odyssey hard shifting p0796 honda ridgeline duration how to test a transmission solenoid on 2001 honda accord 4 cylinder duration,

manual transmission problems of honda accord

manual transmission problems of honda accord manual transmission problem of the 2003 honda accord 2 failure date manual transmission has been having ongoing problems with its shifting very hard into gear mostly in low or reverse gears vehicle was serviced 3 times dealership has indicated that no mechanical problem was found,

2003 honda accord not shifting properly 161 complaints

the 2003 honda accord has 161 problems reported for not shifting properly honda accord 2003 transmission switch makes i started up and it went in gear but was shifting hard but,

manual transmission shifting problem 3geez com

my 89 accord w 5 speed manual won t shift with the engine running it was fine 1989 honda accord lx i b18c1 swap since 7 2011 175whp and 132tq redzone tuned 12 15 2006 10 20 am 9 ghettogeddy view profile manual transmission shifting problem originally posted by ghettogeddy,

what are the most common problems with manual transmission

but highly rated mechanics on angie s list say there are a few issues unique to manual transmission vehicles that drivers should look out for in order to keep their stick shift in good working order,

problems shifting into 3rd gear honda accord drive train

honda accord problems shifting into 3rd gear 125 reports learn about this problem why it occurs and how to fix it 2003 honda accord manual transmission visitor grinds shifting into 3rd 1993 honda accord manual transmission visitor hard to shift into 3rd gear like this comment sign in or register to let us know,

2003 honda accord manual transmission ebay

transmission mount set 2pcs for 2003 2007 honda accord 2 4l for manual trans brand new maxbene auto parts front 37 00 2003 honda accord manual transmission oem 225k miles lkq 200579544 2003 honda accord ex j30a4 oem shifter shift knob manual transmission shows wear 9 97,

2003 accord shifter button replacement

the shifter button broke and this video shows you how to replace it product links oem honda shifter button http amzn to 2u7qksp affiliate generic butt
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